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A B S T R A C T

Explaining framing effects is one of the main challenges faced by decision theories. This research experi-
mentally examines how different contextual frames influence competitive behaviour in a Bertrand duopoly
game (repeatedly played under a stranger matching), unexplored so far. The design comprises four frames:
one abstract (a beauty-contest framing), two meaningful (the standard Bertrand framing and an access-to-river
framing) and one evocative (a take-from-fund framing). Our findings show that, at first, the evocative frame
differentiates from the rest mostly in market prices. While the evocative frame induces subjects to behave
closer to the theoretical predictions initially, the others need some repetitions until convergence is achieved.
Differences across frames eventually vanish at the end. During the transition, in the Bertrand frame, a quicker
decay in prices is observed due to the behavioural reactions to historical market prices. Lastly, irrespectively
of frames, behavioural reactions to immediate past information allow to explain strategic interaction in the
long-run: a force-balance situation which is consistent with the related literature on price floors in Bertrand
games.
1. Introduction

Nowadays, an ongoing debate in social sciences concerns how psy-
chological factors shape economic relationships. In this paper, we
are interested in one of the most widely studied features in psychol-
ogy, but fairly less pervasive in economics: the framing of decision
problems. Since the classical Asian Disease Problem (Kahneman and
Tversky 2000, Tversky and Kahneman 1981) experimental evidence has
consistently shown that description of situations in positive/negative
terms provokes behavioural biases in individual decisions. This kind
of framing is classified as valence framing and has been thoroughly
studied in the literature.1

The present research deviates from the mainstream in two aspects.
First, we focus on a context framing or label framing, where the
same decision problem is described with different narratives or stories.
Second, in all cases, we implement a decision environment defined
by a Bertrand duopoly competition that is repeatedly played under a
stranger matching (i.e. all contexts are isomorphic in game theoretical
terms). Our main purpose is to examine the sensitivity of players’

✩ This research was funded by the Spanish Ministery of Science RTI2018-097620-B-I00, PID2021-127736NB-I00 and Junta de Andalucía projects, Spain
P18-FR-3840 and UMA18-FEDERJA-243. Funding for open access charge: Universidad de Málaga/CBUA, Spain.
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: jimenezf@ujaen.es (F. Jiménez-Jiménez), jrodero@uma.es (J. Rodero-Cosano).

1 Although valence framing was initially analysed in individual risky decisions, it has been also studied in other contexts, see the surveys by Levin et al. (1998)
and Kühberger (1998). See Druckman (2001) for a critical appraisal of de-contextualised framing effects.

decisions to different contextual frames and to arrange their pro- or
anti-competitive effects, immediately and in the long run.

Contextual frames are found to significantly influence behaviour in
individual decision making tasks, mainly in situations where people
face problems they are unfamiliar with. In those cases, psychologists
have shown that people tend to use heuristic shortcuts when lacking
enough time and willingness to analyse deeply the problem in question
(see the seminal work of Liberman et al. 2004). However, in some cases,
there exists a mismatch between the intention imprinted by frame and
the (out-of-lab) direct experience of the experimental subjects, which
may lead to some unexpected null framing effects (see Abbink and
Hennig-Schmidt 2006, Brandts and Schwieren 2007). In this paper, we
also explore such dissonances.

Alekseev et al. (2017) distinguish between three types of contextual
frames in terms of intentions. First, ‘‘abstract’’ frames where the lan-
guage used in the experimental instructions is neutral and not related to
any experience outside of the lab, such as players, choices, or numbers.
Second, ‘‘meaningful’’ frames which employ language and terms that
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can be related to a real-life situation, such as firms, prices, or market.
Last, the third type of frame, which the authors call ‘‘evocative’’,
includes terms that are not only related to a real-life situation, but
also can evoke strong emotions like friends, foes, etc. Following this
approach, we have designed four frames: (i) The Beauty contest frame
(BCH, hereafter), which describes the strategic context in an abstract
way as a guessing game; (ii) the Bertrand frame (BE, hereafter) which
posits the environment in a meaningful context as a price competition
in a product market; (ii) the River access frame (RIV, hereafter) which
represents the game in a meaningful context as a competition for the
access to a natural resource (a river); and (iv) the Take the fund frame
(TF, hereafter) which explains the competition context in evocative
erms as a common monetary fund to be assigned to the student who
ecides to take the lowest amount.

As Liberman et al. (2004) posit, if framing effects depended on
ocial interpretation of context according to subjects’ own experiences,
t would be expected that such framing effects faded away when
ubjects gain experience on the incentive scheme with game repetition
nd information feedback. For this reason, we also analyse how subjects
dapt/shape their behaviour over time.

Economists have thus far paid relatively little attention to the
ffects of frames in strategic settings. The rationality paradigm under
hich decision making is typically modelled focuses just on the game

tructure, beliefs and preferences to explain choice behaviour. Prefer-
nces are usually assumed to be exogenous to the context, stable over
ime and only dependent on outcomes. Beliefs about others’ behaviour
re assumed to be formed according to equilibrium conditions and
ationally updated.

Nevertheless, recent economic research provides support for the im-
ortance of frames in games. In one-shot settings, experimental studies
how that frames carefully designed to activate specific heuristic rules
nfluence choices through (first or second order) beliefs (Dufwenberg
t al. 2011). Evidence is less clear in repeated games: while the initial
raming effects persist along time in social dilemmas (Gerlach et al.
017), in other settings like the trust game the effects get reduced
Burnham et al. 2000). In asset markets, contextual frames can induce
ubjects different reference points which tend to vanish with repetition
Masiliunas and Nax 2020, Stefan 2016).2

To our knowledge, the present research is the first to examine
ow different contextual frames influence strategic behaviour in a
ompetition game. Experimental work on the standard Bertrand com-
etition has established a regular choice pattern: a relatively slow
rice convergence path towards equilibrium when there are just two
irms (see, for example, Bruttel 2009, Dufwenberg and Gneezy 2000,
ufwenberg et al. 2007). Strategic complementarity is the main reason
ehind this slow convergence (in contrast with Nash predictions). The
omplementarity of strategies together with the discontinuity in the
ayoff function generate two opposing and simultaneous forces which
rive competitive behaviour in this game: payoff dominance (bigger
hoices lead to higher payoffs) and the winning rule (smaller choices
ncrease the chance of winning the game and of avoiding zero payoffs).

Based on previous research, the contextual frames are expected to
nfluence competitive behaviour in the beginning, but we anticipate
hat such cross-frame differences will vanish in the long run. Further-
ore, we posit that, during the transition, frames will also induce
ifferential choice dynamics by standing out the salience of one of the
wo opposing forces.

2 Some examples of valence framing experiments are Andreoni (1995)
r Cox (2015) in public goods (see also Cox and Stoddard 2015), List
2007), Bardsley (2008) or Brañas-Garza (2007) in dictator games. Examples
f contextual framing are Liberman et al. (2004) or Engel and Rand (2014)
n prisoner’s dilemmas, Abbink and Hennig-Schmidt (2006), Barr and Serra
2009) or Banerjee (2016) in bribery experiments. The mentioned Dufwenberg
t al. (2011) simultaneously investigate the influence of valence and label
2

raming dimensions on beliefs in a one-shot public goods experiment. f
Our experimental findings show initial differences between the
evocative frame and the other three, being significant in market prices
but not in choices. With experience, behaviour converges across frames.
Interestingly, we find different behavioural patterns during the transi-
tion. The dynamic framing effects are explained on the basis on two
elements of prior experience: history and immediate past. The influence
of history-based information (market prices and competitors’ actions)
allows to identify the predominant competitive force in each frame
during the transition: payoff dominance versus winning rule. While
behaviour observed in BE is more consistent with the winning rule
(market prices) as the main driving force, in BCH and RIV behaviour is
more significantly affected by payoff dominance (competitors’ actions).
In TF, the effects of both opposing forces cancel each other out. Lastly,
behavioural reactions to immediate past information allow to explain
strategic interaction in the long-run: a force-balance situation which is
consistent with the related literature on price floors in Bertrand games.

2. The experimental design

The incentive structure is a Bertrand competition model with uni-
tary demand and zero marginal cost. In every round, two firms have
to choose simultaneously a price (with at most two decimal places) in
the interval [0, 100], both bounds included. The winner is the firm who
chooses the lowest price. The winner’s profits are given by the chosen
price, the loser gets nothing. If both firms set the same price, profits
are shared equally.

As subjects can choose up to two decimals, the game has 3 symmet-
ric equilibria: {0, 0}, {0.01, 0.01} and {0.02, 0.02}. From the viewpoint of
payoff saliency in the lab, differences between them are insignificant.
Hence, we will assume that the game has a unique Nash equilibrium
given by {0, 0}, which gives a null payoff to players. This incentive
structure is different from others used in experiments with similar
games that generate positive payoffs in equilibrium through the imple-
mentation of price floors (for example, Dufwenberg and Gneezy 2000
or Dufwenberg et al. 2007).

The game is played for 12 rounds under a random matching mech-
anism which allows subjects to gain experience with the incentive
structure, but it prevents implicit collusion and reputation building
(Dufwenberg and Gneezy 2000). The sessions consisted of 12 or 20
participants, being randomly re-paired every round.

Another design feature which inhibits collusion and favours under-
cutting strategies is the use of two decimals in the choice space, which
should reinforce the pro-competitive bias (Huck et al. 2000). A player
has to reduce the price just by 0.01 with respect to their opponent’s
choice to reap full profits.

After each round, subjects receive full feedback of their group:
both players’ choices, the winning number, individual payoffs, and the
average and 2∕3 of the average in the case of the BCH treatment (see
below). Subjects do not obtain information about the other groups in
the session.

2.1. Frames and research hypotheses

Following to Alekseev et al. (2017), we design four contextual
frames: one abstract, one evocative and two meaningful. These frames
differ only in the wording of the instructions. To isolate potential
meaningful framing effects, two alternative frames are considered: a
standard Bertrand competition frame and another frame described as
an economic decision problem of location (see below).3

3 The experiment was not pre-registered. See the Supplementary Material
or a translation of the original experimental instructions.
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Table 1
Frames of the game.

Frame Type Context Players Strategy

BCH Neutral Guessing game Students (implicit) Number
BE Meaningful Market competition Firms Price
RIV Meaningful Access to river Producers Distance
TF Evocative Taking money from a fund Students (implicit) Money
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BCH Beauty contest framing with a winning number hint, that is,
signalling lower numbers.
The wording is similar to a Beauty Contest. Subjects have to
choose a number in the above interval. The winner will be the
person who chooses the closest number to 2∕3 of the average.
Then, the winner will always be the person who chooses the
lowest number as there are only two players. We provide subjects
with this information (as a hint) to make this treatment compa-
rable to the other three, as the winning rule is explicitly included
in the instructions. The main difference with the standard Beauty
Contest is that payoffs are variable: that is, the winner’s payoff is
equal to the chosen number instead of a fixed prize as in a beauty
contest game.4

BE Bertrand framing.
Firms are set up in a price competition described with a market
framing. This frame is directly comparable with price competition
experiments and, hence, taken as the baseline.

RIV River access framing.
Producers have to choose the plot distance from a water source.
The closest producer will have exclusive access but the land
quality is increasing with the distance to the water. The winners’
payoffs are equal to their distance choice.

TF Taking money from a fund framing.
Participants have to choose how much money they want to take
from a money fund (endowed with 100 non-accumulative points
in each round). The person who chooses the lowest amount will
get a prize equal to his/her withdrawal.

Table 1 summarises the main characteristics of frames.
Notice that the instructions of BE, RIV and TF are loaded in terms of

labels used for players (firms, producers, students), strategies (prices,
distance to the river, money taken from a fund) and competitive rules
(the lowest price, the nearest land, the lowest amount of money), as
compared to the BCH treatment which uses a neutral labelling.

We next present the research hypotheses. The hypotheses are struc-
tured in three groups: first-round behaviour, last-round behaviour, and
the dynamics of behaviour over time.

Abstract frames can be hard to understand initially by most exper-
imental subjects. For example, experimental studies on Beauty Contest
reveal the inability of participants apprehending the strategic features
of the game in one-shot decisions when it is presented in abstract
terms, even using a simplified version game (Chou et al. 2009). Like-
wise, Jiménez-Jiménez and Rodero-Cosano (2015) use a Beauty Contest
context to describe a Bertrand competition game in an abstract way.
With priming manipulations towards lower or higher numbers, the
authors find that, initially, choices differ considerably between treat-
ments although all of them are well above equilibrium. Yet, the priming
effects dissipate by the end of the experiment.

Literature on Bertrand competition (see, for instance, Bruttel 2009,
Dufwenberg and Gneezy 2000, Dufwenberg et al. 2007) shows that ex-
perimental subjects acting as firms set market prices above equilibrium
as an attempt to collude and achieve positive profits. Furthermore, a
meaningful frame that is closely related to the economic situation to

4 This treatment is identical to the Priming Competition treatment
n Jiménez-Jiménez and Rodero-Cosano (2015); we use the data of that paper
or the current study. Grosskopf and Nagel (2008) introduce the two-person
eauty contest game from which this frame is derived.
3

h

be represented (with terms such as firms, prices, market, etc.) may
influence players’ beliefs about the other players’ actions, and beliefs
affect motivations and, thereby, strategic behaviour (Dufwenberg et al.
2011). In this regard, a market frame may be used as a collusion device
to influence on actual behaviour in games of strategic complements as
ours (Masiliunas and Nax 2020). Therefore, it would be expected to
find relatively low competition in our BE frame, at least initially. With
respect to our second meaningful frame, RIV, we put forward the same
predictions as for the BE frame since it uses also economic terms but
adapted to a different competitive context. As far as we know, there
is no previous research on competition using a frame with a wording
similar to the RIV one.

Regarding the TF frame, we posit that the exposure of subjects to
a decision problem which they have no direct experience with plays a
crucial role in determining the actual behaviour. We believe that out
of the three non-neutral frames designed in our experiment (BE, RIV
and TF), the TF frame is the closest one to the prior experience of the
participating students (who has not ever allocated a common money
pool among friends?). The close connection of lab situation with the
out-of-lab real-life experience may facilitate the immediate recognition
of the strategic environment, and influence their mental representation
of it.

Based on previous research, we expect frames to exert their in-
fluence differently on initial choices. In particular, initial choices are
expected to deviate upwards from the equilibrium in all frames, al-
though we anticipate a lower framing effect (lower choices) in the TF
treatment (the evocative frame) than in the other three treatments: BE,
RIV (the two meaningful frames) and BCH (the abstract frame).

Hypothesis 1a. In the first round, choices will be higher in the
meaningful frames (BE and RIV) and the abstract frame (BCH) than
in the evocative frame (TF).

Regarding the distribution of choices, it is difficult to expect a
uniform distribution over the whole interval [0, 100]. More reasonably,
given the pro-competitive design, choices should be located around
(but no exactly over) some prominent numbers. Following Fatas et al.
(2014), those prominent numbers should be discrete subdivisions of the
strategic space; in our case intervals of tens: 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,… , 100.

otice that three of them are specially salient: (i) 0 is the equilibrium
rediction and the lower bound of the interval; (ii) 50 is the strategy
orresponding to a I(0) rationality player (someone who, for instance,
as not apprehended the experimental instructions) and the midpoint
f the interval; (iii) 100 is the most efficient cooperative choice and
he upper bound of the interval. Another two numbers, 10 and 20,
an be also germane since they are the closest to the equilibrium
rediction, and fairly similar to the long-term average prices found in
he experimental literature.5

Those prominent numbers will exert a notable influence on indi-
idual choice behaviour in all treatments but we expect significant
ifferences in the distribution of choices between frames. Specifically,
e posit as follows: (i) a higher proportion of choices around 50 in the
bstract frame (BCH) than in the other frames (BE, RIV and TF); (ii)
higher proportion of choices above 50 in the two meaningful frames

BE and RIV) and, (iii) a higher proportion of choices below 50 (around
, 10, 20) in the evocative frame (TF).

5 Notice that, as the strategic setting is not a coordination game, we do not
ave properly focal points à la Schelling (1960).
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Hypothesis 1b. In the first round, the distribution of choices will
iffer across frames. In particular, choices will be more concentrated
n the interval midpoint (50) in the abstract frame (BCH). However,
hoices will be more frequent above the midpoint in the meaningful
rames (BE, RIV) and below the midpoint in the evocative frame (TF).

At the end of the experiment, it would be reasonable to expect
hat the size of framing effects diminish as people adjust their choices
ccording to their experiences. If subjects actually adjust their decisions
ollowing the competition rules of a Bertrand duopoly (rather than
eing anchored in a particular frame), we should observe a decreasing
rend in choices in all frames. The literature on Bertrand competition
hows that, in stranger matchings, bids exhibit a downward-sloping
ovement towards the Nash equilibrium, zero in our case (see Brut-

el 2009, Dufwenberg and Gneezy 2000, Dufwenberg et al. 2007).
ndeed, Bruttel (2009) finds that, after ten periods, bids decrease by ap-
roximately one-third (see her LOW treatment, which is the comparable
ne with ours). Then, we posit that differences in choices eventually
ade away across frames after some repetitions of the game. Moreover,
ased on previous research, we state that the distribution of choices
ill show a higher frequency of numbers close to the zero equilibrium

n the last round, although above it.

ypothesis 2a. The framing effects are temporary. In the last round,
hoice behaviour will converge across different frames.

ypothesis 2b. In the last round, choices will be more concentrated
round the lowest prominent points above 0 (10 and 20).

Lastly, we focus on the evolution of choice behaviour along the
xperiment. Based on the basic incentive scheme (i.e. a Bertrand com-
etition game without communication and played for 12 rounds under
stranger matching) and previous research, a general decay in choices

an be anticipated. However, spirals up and down are typically ob-
erved along the decreasing trend towards the equilibrium (Bruttel
009). Such cyclical movements can be explained by the existence of
he two opposing forces, payoff dominance and the winning rule.6

However, when frames are also expected to influence choice dynam-
cs, additional mechanisms should be considered. There are two basic
echanisms through which frames can influence behaviour: prefer-

nces and beliefs (Ellingsen et al. 2012). In our setting, the mechanism
ased on preferences should hardly matter. Thus, the impact of frames
hould transmit mainly through a beliefs-based channel.

The best response function in the Bertrand model is a one-on-one
orrespondence between beliefs and choices: players should choose
number slightly lower than their beliefs about the other player’s

ction. Consequently, if subjects understand the basic game incentives
nderlying the frames, higher choices should be associated with beliefs
hat the other player will also select high choices.7

Therefore, we establish that adaptive choice behaviour is mainly
he result of a beliefs’ updating process affected by three main ele-
ents: initial conditions, feedback information and pure game repeti-

ion. Frames are expected to influence both initial conditions, as posited
n Hypotheses 1a and 1b, and how subjects interpret information they
eceive after each round (partners’ actions and individual payoffs). Yet,
s frames are just clothes over the same incentive scheme, the initial

6 While payoff dominance pushes choices upwards, the winning rule pushes
hem downwards. Under random matching, the counterbalance of these two
orces may lead to a cyclical behaviour until choices converge towards the
oint where both forces equilibrate each other.

7 Being more specific, assuming a continuous strategy space, if 𝐹 (𝑥) and
𝑓 (𝑥) are the distribution and density functions of beliefs about the other’
strategy over the decision space, the optimal choice, 𝑥∗ is given by the
condition 𝑥∗ = 1−𝐹 (𝑥∗)

𝑓 (𝑥∗)
. It can be easy to prove using stochastic dominance

arguments that if 𝐹 (𝑥) shift rightwards, 𝑥∗ increases.
4

t

and dynamic framing effects should dissipate along time, as predicted
by Hypothesis 2a. Of course, if neither frames nor feedback information
influence beliefs, the evolution of choices should be explained away
just by the dynamic predictions of game theory: a pattern of systematic
undercutting that converges towards the equilibrium.

It is worth mentioning that feedback information should only be rel-
evant when subjects present some behavioural biases (as the competitor
changes from round to round and session sizes are large enough).
But, absent any alternative mechanism of beliefs formation (like the
sequential choice in Dijkstra 2015), it would be reasonable to think
that subjects will use past information to guess about their current
opponents’ actions. Moreover, following Bruttel (2009) who finds a
strong influence of past information on competitive behaviour, we
expect that subjects will use feedback information for making their
current decisions.

In particular, we consider two key elements of feedback informa-
tion: one related to a player’s history and another related to his/her
immediate past. The history-based information reflects the prior accu-
mulated experience of a player along the session, while the immediate
past captures his/her experience in the earlier round. Our expectations
are established such that the further choices are above the Nash equilib-
rium, the more important the history effect will be. These expectations
are based on the assumption that while payoff dominance pushes
choices upwards, the winning rule pushes them downwards. In this
regard, having a prior history further above the equilibrium could be
consistent with players guided by payoff dominance as the predomi-
nant force (and, hence, players posit their beliefs about their current
competitor’s action on what their peers chose in the past). By contrast,
being close to (or adjusting quickly towards) the equilibrium could
indicate that winning the game is the predominant force (and players’
beliefs about their current competitor’s action are based on the winning
numbers of their prior history). Therefore, given our expected framing
effects on initial choices, we anticipate that the effect of history-based
information will be more relevant in BE, RIV and BCH compared to TF.

Regarding immediate feedback information, we posit that its effect
will be the same in all frames. Using a simple directional learning
model, the immediate reactions of subjects to previous outcomes may
capture the impact of the two forces: those players who lose in a round
will react by decreasing their choices in the next round (to increase
their chance of winning), while those players being winners in a round
will react by increasing their choices in the next round (to get a higher
payoff). A more sophisticated behavioural model is the impulse balance
theory, an ex-post rationality learning model where the probability
of playing an action (impulse) is reinforced according to the profit it
might have been obtained given the feedback from the previous round
(opponent’s choice). In the case of a Bertrand competition, regardless
of frame, if a higher (lower) price in the last round might have been
better, the price tends to be increased (decreased) in the current round.
The strength of the impulse will be greater the closer it is to the other’s
choice, as higher prices bestow higher profits.8

Hypothesis 3. Frames will impact on choices through information
based on history. The effect of history will be more prominent in BE,
RIV and BCH than in TF. The effect of immediate feedback will be
equally relevant in all frames.

8 The directional learning model was originally proposed by Selten and
uchta (1999) and further refined by Selten and Chmura (2008). Bruttel
2009) adapts it to a Bertrand competition model. Regarding the impulse
alance theory, Ockenfels and Selten (2005) propose this behavioural model
o explain data from sealed-bid first-price auctions with private values.
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Table 2
Experimental setup.

Treatment 20 subjects 12 subjects Total Total
sessions sessions of sessions of subjects

BCH 2 3 5 76
BE 2 3 5 76
RIV 3 3 6 96
TF 0 5 5 60

Table 3
Summary of descriptive measures by treatment.

Treatment Average St. Dev. Median Average St. Dev.
choice choice choice market price market price

BCH 27.7 19.2 21.0 18.8 9.2
BE 25.1 17.1 20.0 18.6 9.8
RIV 28.7 19.5 22.5 20.6 11.0
TF 22.4 20.0 18.0 14.3 11.8

2.2. Material and methods

All the treatments were conducted in the LINEEX lab of the Uni-
versity of Valencia (Spain). The software used was Ztree (Fischbacher,
2007).

The experiment took along about 25 min and the average accumu-
lated earnings were 11.7 euros. The points gained by each participant
along the 12 rounds of the experiment were added up and converted
into money using an exchange rate of 1 point = 0.05 euros. The
ndividual earnings were rounded up to tenths of Euro to facilitate
ayments. Each treatment consisted of five or six sessions with 12 or
0 participants each (308 in total). See Table 2 for more details.9

. Results

Table 3 and Figs. 1 and 2 present a general description of the main
xperimental results by treatment. Table 3 shows some descriptive
tatistics regarding choices (average, standard deviation and median)
nd market prices (average and standard deviation) in each treat-
ent. Figs. 1 and 2 display dynamics of choices and market prices,

espectively.10

Looking at Table 3 and Figs. 1 and 2, two results stand out. First,
hoices and market prices start initially at fairly high levels in three of
he treatments (BCH, BE and RIV) and smoothly converge towards (but
ever reduce down to) equilibrium; on the contrary, in TF, choices and
arket prices are lower (on average) from the start (as will be shown

n the next Section 3.1). Second, although such differences are initially
he greatest, all treatments eventually end more alike at the end.

To better understand the framing effects and test research hypothe-
es, we next examine behavioural patterns in more detail.

.1. First-round results

Table 4 shows the average and standard deviations of choices in
he first round by treatment. It also displays the results of pairwise
on-parametric tests where p-values are corrected using the Benjamini–
ochberg adjustment for multiple hypotheses testing (Benjamini and
ochberg 1995), as implemented in Dinno (2014). These tests are run
sing 60 (TF), 76 (BCH and BE) and 96 (RIV) independent observations
t the individual level, as subjects receive feedback just after the first
ound.

9 In the Supplementary Material subsection S1.1 we run some robustness
ests to check for differences in behaviour between session sizes. No statistical
ifferences can be found in the three treatments where we have 12- and
0-subject sessions.
10 Although the ‘‘market price’’ term only applies to the BE frame, we are
oing to use it indistinctly in all treatments as a synonym for the minimum
5

hoice of each couple in any round.
Fig. 1. Time path of average choices.

Fig. 2. Time path of average market prices.

As expected, in the first round, the two meaningful frames (BE and
RIV) and the neutral frame (BCH) induce subjects to choose relatively
high numbers (choices around 40 and market prices around 25, on
average), while the evocative frame (TF) leads to lower outcomes
(choices around 34 and market prices around 17, on average). Likewise,
while BCH, BE and RIV show similar standard deviations, behaviour in
TF shows a greater dispersion. The TF frame seems to be more noisy
than the others although not significantly.11

However, these initial framing effects are significant just in market
prices but not in choices. The results of Kruskal–Wallis rank tests lead to
a rejection for equality of first-round market prices among treatments
at 5% (𝜒2 = 9.847, 𝑝 = 0.019) but not for equality of first-round choices
(𝜒2 = 5.261, 𝑝 = 0.153). As shown in Table 4, the post hoc pairwise
Dunn’s tests indicate that there are not significant differences in any
pairwise comparison of choices with a false discovery rate (𝑞) of 5%.
Nevertheless, differences in market prices between the TF treatment
and the other three treatments are significant at 𝑞 = 5% in all pairwise
comparisons (see the corrected p-values marked in bold in Table 4).12

11 See Table S1 in the Supplementary Material for all the pairwise
comparisons testing the equality of standard deviations.

12 It is worth mentioning that the evocative treatment differs from the other
three treatments when these are considered jointly. A Mann–Whitney test of
equality of first-round choices confirms the existence of significant differences
at 5% between TF and the pooled choices of the other three treatments
(𝑧 = 2.201, 𝑝 = 0.027). The same happens to occur with market prices, being

significant at 1% (𝑧 = 3.123, 𝑝 = 0.001).
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Table 4
Summary of descriptive statistics and non-parametric tests for first-round outcomes.

Treatment Average Standard Dunn’s Pairwise Comparisons of choices
choice deviation (Benjamini–Hochberg, 𝑞 = 0.05)

BE RIV TF

BCH 39.1 26.7 𝑧 = −0.652 𝑧 = −0.410 𝑧 = 1.504
(𝑝 = 0.771) (𝑝 = 0.817) (𝑝 = 0.264)

BE 42.1 26.8 𝑧 = 0.278 𝑧 = 2.117
(𝑝 = 0.780) (𝑝 = 0.205)

RIV 41.3 26.5 𝑧 = 1.962
(𝑝 = 0.149)

TF 34.4 30.1

Treatment Market Standard Dunn’s Pairwise Comparisons of market prices
price deviation (Benjamini–Hochberg, 𝑞 = 0.05)

BE RIV TF

BCH 23.9 16.0 𝑧 = −0.152 𝑧 = −0.330 𝑧 = 2.444
(𝑝 = 0.879) (𝑝 = 1.000) (p= 0.029)

BE 25.1 16.0 𝑧 = −0.169 𝑧 = 2.586
(𝑝 = 1.000) (p= 0.029)

RIV 26.1 17.0 𝑧 = 2.873
(p= 0.024)

TF 17.1 20.6
Result 1. In the first round, there are not significant differences in choices
across frames. However, the evocative frame (TF) leads to statistically
different market prices as compared to the meaningful and neutral frames
(BCH, BE and RIV). The initial market prices are significantly lower in the
TF treatment.

To explore the source of noise found in the first round, we examine
the distributions of choices across treatments. Fig. 3 shows the kernel
estimation of the distribution of choices by treatment in the first round
(using a triangular kernel). We want to emphasise three main features.
First, there is a high concentration of choices around the middle of the
interval (50) in all treatments but, against our expectations, the highest
peak is reached in the BE treatment, rather than in the abstract one
(BCH). Second, in all treatments, there is a ‘‘long’’ right tail, i.e. choices
between 50 and 100, although without notable differences across treat-
ments. Third, the main differences across treatments are located on the
left tails of distributions, being the TF treatment clearly more skewed
to the left. These observations are confirmed by Kolmogorov–Smirnov
tests for equality of distribution functions in the sense that TF differs
considerably from each other frames. The initial distribution of choices
is more left-skewed in TF and, hence, more closely to the equilibrium
prediction.13

Another behavioural aspect that framing can influence is the choice
of prominent numbers. More precisely, we assert that a choice is around
a prominent number if it is at a distance of 0.5 or closer to that number.
In our analysis, we consider as prominent numbers those which are the
most frequently chosen by subjects: 0, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 100. All
ut 15 were actually expected given that people tend to decide in tens
nterval.

Fig. 4 plots the distribution of prominent numbers by treatment. In
he BCH and RIV treatments, the joint proportion of choices around
rominent numbers is about 40%, while in BE and TF such a rate
ises closely to 60%.14 However, the TF and BE treatments lead to very
ifferent prominent numbers in subjects’ minds: low numbers in TF and
igh numbers in BE.15

13 The results of all possible pairwise tests are as follows: BCH–BE, 𝐷 =
.1184, 𝑝 = 0.654; BCH–RIV, 𝐷 = 0.0877, 𝑝 = 0.861; BCH–TF, 𝐷 = 0.2202, 𝑝 =
.063; BE–RIV, 𝐷 = 0.1064, 𝑝 = 0.672; BE–TF, 𝐷 = 0.2518, 𝑝 = 0.023; RIV–TF,
= 0.2500, 𝑝 = 0.016. The comparison between TF and the other treatments

onsidered jointly is also significantly different: 𝐷 = 0.2220, 𝑝 = 0.014.
14 A test for the equality of proportions between these two pairs of

reatments gives a 𝑧 = −2.9308, one-sided 𝑝 < 0.01.
15 Low prominent numbers rates: 0.35 for TF and 0.145 for BE, 𝑧 = −2.8020,
6

ne-sided 𝑝 < 0.01. High prominent numbers rates: 0.233 for TF and 0.434 for
Fig. 3. Kernel distributions of choices in the first round.

Fig. 4. Choices around some prominent numbers in the first round.

BE, 𝑧 = 2.4459, one-sided 𝑝 < 0.01. See Table S2 in the Supplementary Material
for further details.
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Table 5
Summary of descriptive statistics and non-parametric tests for last-round outcomes.

Treatment Average Standard Dunn’s Pairwise Comparisons of choices
choice deviation (Benjamini–Hochberg, 𝑞 = 0.05)

BE RIV TF

BCH 22.0 17.6 𝑧 = 0.255 𝑧 = −0.302 𝑧 = 0.306
(𝑝 = 0.959) (𝑝 = 1.000) (𝑝 = 1.000)

BE 18.8 17.9 𝑧 = −0.568 𝑧 = 0.051
(𝑝 = 0.780) (𝑝 = 0.205)

RIV 23.0 17.8 𝑧 = 0.621
(𝑝 = 1.000)

TF 19.7 20.0

Treatment Market Standard Dunn’s Pairwise Comparisons of market prices
price deviation (Benjamini–Hochberg, 𝑞 = 0.05)

BE RIV TF

BCH 15.4 5.4 𝑧 = 0.968 𝑧 = 0.071 𝑧 = 0.663
(𝑝 = 1.000) (𝑝 = 0.943) (𝑝 = 1.000)

BE 13.2 6.2 𝑧 = −0.940 𝑧 = −0.306
(𝑝 = 1.000) (𝑝 = 0.911)

RIV 16.7 7.4 𝑧 = 0.621
(𝑝 = 0.802)

TF 12.9 9.7
Result 2. At the beginning of play, prominent numbers are more often
hosen in TF and BE than in BCH and RIV. In particular, the TF frame
nduce subjects to select prominent numbers which are more closely to the
quilibrium prediction, while in BE subjects tend to select high prominent
umbers.

The previous results allow us to confirm just partly the Hypothe-
es 1a and 1b.

.2. Long-term effects

As shown in Fig. 1, choices clearly decrease over time in all treat-
ents until being closely undistinguishable at the end of the experi-
ent.

To demonstrate that differences in choice behaviour across frames
ecrease over time, we performed a set of econometric models to test
he duration of treatment effects. Hence, using the panel data technique
ith random effects and clusters at the session level, individual choices
re regressed on treatment dummy variables and the Period variable

(defined by different time spans). Taking TF as baseline, the results
show that differences between BE and TF are statistically significant
at 5% just until the 4th round inclusive (𝛽𝐵𝐸 = 7.324, 𝑝 = 0.031),
while the differences between BCH and TF and between RIV and TF
hold significant at 5% until the 9th round inclusive (𝛽𝐵𝐶𝐻 = 5.977,
𝑝 = 0.048; 𝛽𝑅𝐼𝑉 = 7.336, 𝑝 = 0.041). When the time span is higher than
nine rounds, differences across treatments are all insignificant at 5%.

The lack of cross-frame differences in the last round is confirmed
by the results of Kruskal–Wallis rank tests (at the session level, 5–6
independent observations per treatment): 𝜒2 = 0.495, 𝑝 = 0.9199 for
choices, and 𝜒2 = 1.368, 𝑝 = 0.7131 for market prices. As shown in
Table 5, the post hoc Dunn’s multiple comparison tests indicate that
we cannot reject the null hypothesis of equality between frames in any
pairwise comparison at 𝑞 = 5%.

The distributions of choices also converge across treatments: all
standard deviations have similar values. Kernel and focal point anal-
ysis confirm this result (see Figs. 5 and 6). The distributions become
more similar and the lowest focal points are predominantly used in
all frames. Notice that, in the evocative frame, the main differences
between first- and last-round choice behaviour concern the reduction
in noise.

Result 3. At the end of the experiment, there are no significant differences
across treatments regarding individual choices, market prices and distribu-
tions of choices. Choices are primarily concentrated on the lowest prominent
numbers above 0: 10 and 20.
7

Thus, our findings support for the Hypotheses 2a and 2b.
Fig. 5. Kernel distributions of choices by treatment at round 12.

Fig. 6. Choices around some prominent numbers by treatment at round 12.

3.3. A behavioural model of dynamic framing effects

An interesting feature displayed in Fig. 1 deals with the different
pace at which choice behaviour evolves in each treatment. In each
round, players have to best respond to their beliefs about their current
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Fig. 7. Directional learning conditional on previous round results.

ompetitor’s action. Given that strategies are complements, a player
hould consider that, while lower choices would be more likely to win
he game for a given distribution of beliefs, higher numbers would lead
o gain higher payoffs in case of winning. As we will show below, the
elative impact of the two opposing forces on choice behaviour depends
onsiderably on the game frame.

We start by analysing the individual immediate reactions to win-
ing/losing experience. Fig. 7 illustrates how subjects change their
hoices after winning or losing in an earlier round.16

As expected, subjects react to their immediate experience in a
imilar way in all treatments: More than 60% of winners increase
heir choices, while nearly 80% of losers decrease their choices. In this
egard, the previous round outcomes seem to affect current beliefs and,
onsequently, modify current choices in the direction predicted: choices
re likely to decrease after losing and increase after winning, being
ndividuals more sensitive to losses than to gains. This is consistent
ith the model of directional learning proposed by Selten and Buchta

1999). There seem to be not notable differences across treatments
egarding the effects of immediate feedback.

To better understand the relationship between dynamics of choice
nd frame posited by Hypothesis 3, we propose two behavioural mod-
ls. These models allow us to identify and measure the main drivers of

16 We just include winners and losers since ties rarely happen (see Table S3
n the Supplementary Material).
8

behaviour in each treatment: history, immediate feedback and repeti-
tion of game. This approach is similar to that of Bruttel (2009).

Table 6 reports estimations for the change in individual choices
(Choice𝑡 − Choice𝑡−1) using panel data models with fixed effects and
clustered at the session level when BE is taken as baseline. Two kinds
of models are estimated. The first kind (No Treat −1) includes as
regressors: (i) Period; (ii) Past Market Prices𝑡−2, the average market price
across all previous markets in which the subject participated except for
the last one; (iii) Competitor 𝑡−1, the partner’s choice whom the subject
faced with in the previous round and, (iv) Choice𝑡−1 - Competitor 𝑡−1, the
ifference between the own choice and the partner’s choice in the pre-
ious round. Notice that this variable is positive if the subject chose a
igher number than his/her opponent and, hence, lost the game. In the
econd kind of model (No Treat −2), we incorporate Past Competitors𝑡−2
nstead of Past Market Prices𝑡−2 as a proxy of remembrances of historical
nteractions. Finally, to test differences across treatments in each kind
f model, Table 6 also shows two models that include interaction terms
etween treatment dummies and explanatory variables (Treat −1 and
reat −2 in Table 6).17

Three main results are highlighted. First, Period is not significant
hen treatment interactions are included. Notice that neither of in-

eraction coefficients between Period and treatment dummies is sig-
ificant, which indicates the lack of differences across treatments.
his result suggests that the decreasing trend observed in choice be-
aviour can be rather explained by the influence of the behavioural
eterminants included in our models. In this regard, the repetition of
ame would not be in itself a major driver of choice dynamics in a
ompetition game.

Second, the previous round outcomes are relevant to explain the
hange in choices in all models, without significant differences across
reatments except for the BE-BCH comparison. On the one hand, we
ind a significantly negative coefficient of Choice𝑡−1 - Competitor 𝑡−1;
oughly, for every point above (below) the partner’s choice in the
arlier round, a subject reduces (increase) his/her choice by about 0.8
oints in the current round. On the other hand, the partner’s previous
hoice Competitor 𝑡−1 is also significant and negative: a competitor’s
igh number reduces the increase in own choices. Notice that, although
he coefficient of Competitor 𝑡−1 is negative, its total effect on choice
hange has the expected positive sign in all models as this variable
lso appears in Choice𝑡−1-Competitor 𝑡−1. This result is consistent with
he strategic complementarity nature of the game, regardless of the
rame. When treatment interactions are considered, the only significant
ifferences at 5% are found between BE and BCH (see the coefficient
f BCH*Competitor𝑡−1 in Treat −2). Therefore, our findings provide
ignificant evidence of the importance of immediate feedback to shape
hoice behaviour in all frames: subjects do not only consider how far
hey were from their previous competitor’s choice, but also the specific

17 Two kinds of models are thus estimated due to the high correlation
between Past Market Prices𝑡−2 and Past Competitors𝑡−2 (about 0.64, significant
at 1%). We use a Hausman specification test to distinguish between fixed and
random effects in panel data models. In all our cases, the Hausman results
indicate to reject the null hypothesis (𝑝 < 0.001 in the four models estimated
in Table 6). Hence, we use fixed effects to appropriately model individual-
level effects in our regressions. Likewise, we use the Hausman test to check for
endogeneity of Choice𝑡−1−Competitor𝑡−1. As instrumental variable, we define a
dummy to indicate whether the player won in the previous round or not. In all
models, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of exogenous regressors (𝑝 > 0.1
in all cases). Lastly, we also checked for possible multicollinearity problems
using the variance inflation factor (VIF) test. In the models without interaction
terms, the VIF values were all below 2.4, much lower than the problematic
value of 5 (mean VIF = 1.68 in No Treat −1 and 1.71 in No Treat −2). In the
models with interactions terms, we find some (structural) multicollinearity due
to the correlation between the treatment interactions and the main effect terms
(mean VIF = 14.77 in Treat −1 and 15.86 in Treat −2).
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Table 6
Behavioural factors and treatment interactions. Panel data estimations of choice variations (BE as base
treatment).

VARIABLES No Treat-1 Treat-1 No Treat-2 Treat-2

Period −0.470*** −0.403 −0.291* −0.295
(0.143) (0.443) (0.140) (0.340)

BCH*Period −0.145 −0.119
(0.517) (0.435)

RIV*Period −0.00737 −0.0248
(0.485) (0.393)

TF*Period 0.0693 0.241
(0.510) (0.436)

Past Market Prices𝑡−2 0.00540 −0.156***
(0.0848) (0.0512)

BCH*Past Market Prices𝑡−2 0.313**
(0.123)

RIV*Past Market Prices𝑡−2 0.336***
(0.112)

TF*Past Market Prices𝑡−2 −0.0899
(0.204)

Past Competitors𝑡−2 0.167*** 0.00246
(0.0500) (0.0849)

BCH*Past Competitors𝑡−2 0.212**
(0.0946)

RIV*Past Competitors𝑡−2 0.189
(0.115)

TF*Past Competitors𝑡−2 0.218
(0.155)

Competitor𝑡−1 −0.558*** −0.449*** −0.582*** −0.444***
(0.0488) (0.0919) (0.0516) (0.0947)

BCH*Competitor𝑡−1 −0.197* −0.215**
(0.0978) (0.101)

RIV*Competitor𝑡−1 −0.118 −0.152
(0.125) (0.127)

TF*Competitor𝑡−1 −0.125 −0.132
(0.151) (0.168)

Choice𝑡−1 - Competitor𝑡−1 −0.809*** −0.763*** −0.846*** −0.776***
(0.0395) (0.0683) (0.0432) (0.0870)

BCH*Choice𝑡−1 -Competitor𝑡−1 −0.149* −0.162*
(0.0766) (0.0928)

RIV*Choice𝑡−1 -Competitor𝑡−1 −0.0148 −0.0398
(0.0908) (0.109)

TF*Choice𝑡−1 -Competitor𝑡−1 −0.0123 −0.0389
(0.115) (0.152)

Constant 16.39*** 15.68*** 10.42*** 10.54***
(2.458) (2.416) (1.984) (1.769)

Observations 3,080 3,080 3,080 3,080
𝑅2 0.504 0.512 0.511 0.517
Number of subject 308 308 308 308

Dependent variable: Choice𝑡-Choice𝑡−1.
Robust standard errors in parentheses.
***p<0.01
**p<0.05
*p<0.1
t

r
t

value chosen by such a competitor. This is in line with the impulse
balance theory (Ockenfels and Selten 2005).18

Third, we do find significant differences across frames regarding
the history effects (measured by Past Market Prices𝑡−2 and Past Com-
petitors𝑡−2). In particular, regarding Past Market Prices𝑡−2, the Treat −1
model shows significant differences between BE and BCH and between
BE and RIV in the sense that the winning numbers impact more nega-
tively on choice change in BE (see the significantly negative coefficient
of Past Market Prices𝑡−2 and the significantly positive coefficients of
BCH*Past Market Prices𝑡−2 and RIV*Past Market Prices𝑡−2). Regarding
the effects of Past Competitors𝑡−2 in Treat −2, estimations show that the
impact of previous partners’ choices is significantly higher in BCH than
in BE as the coefficient of BCH*Past Competitors𝑡−2 indicates. We do
not find significant differences between BCH and RIV. Therefore, these

18 In the Supplementary Material, Figure S2, we use the first kind of models
o predict individual reactions to immediate outcomes in three different rounds
3, 7 and 12) for each frame.
9

results are consistent with the idea that in BE the most prominent force
is the winning rule, while in the BCH and RIV treatments the strongest
force seems to be the payoff dominance. Table S8 in the Supplementary
Material, which shows estimations by treatment and model, confirms
these findings. However, in the TF treatment both opposing forces
(winning rule and payoff dominance) appear to be equally strong (see
the coefficients of Past Market Prices𝑡−2 and Past Competitors𝑡−2 in the
wo last columns of Table S8).

All in all, our experiment helps to explain why choices hold on a
elatively high level during longer time in BCH and RIV as compared
o BE, and why choice dynamics are smoother in TF.19

19 We obtained the same results by treatment taking individual choice
instead of choice variations as dependent variable (see Table S9 in the
Supplementary Material). Also, we tested whether winners and losers differ
in their choice behaviour. Table S10 presents estimations for choice variation
when (Choice - Competitor ) is divided into two separate explanatory
𝑡−1 𝑡−1
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Result 4. Immediate behavioural factors (previous round outcomes)
significantly affect dynamics of choice, with no distinction across frames.
However, the impact of history factors substantially depends on the game
frame: (i) in BE, the history based on market prices has a significant negative
impact on choices; (ii) in BCH and RIV, the history based on competitors’
choices positively affects choices; (iii) in TF, the effects of the two opposing
history factors are cancelled each other.

Therefore, our experimental findings confirm Hypothesis 3.

4. Discussion

As far as we know, the present research is the first one studying
how different contextual frames may determine initial choices and their
adaptive dynamics in a Bertrand competition experiment. This paper
has shown that, in competition experiments, frames can exert some
initial effects on market prices and subtle (but disappearing) effects in
the long run.

In our baseline BE frame, which is nearly identical to a standard
Bertrand experiment, we have obtained that subjects behave slightly
more competitive than usual: our average choices start at 42.1 and
reach 18.8 in the 12th round while, for instance, Bruttel (2009) found
average choices around 50 in the first round and close to 25 in the last
10th round (LOW10 treatment). We have not observed more than some
anecdotal collusion attempts in any of our treatments but, as previously
shown, some prominent numbers clearly attract choices.

Our design includes an abstract frame (BCH) to test whether decon-
textualised instructions may also trigger some mental interpretation in
subjects’ minds. After all, even abstract frames are frames, although
abstract contexts have traditionally been viewed as a way to achieve
experimental control. In a prisoner’s dilemma, Engel and Rand (2014)
find that a neutral description (i.e. in pure game-theoretical terms)
makes subjects behave as cooperative as in a team frame of the game.
In our case, in the beginning, the subjects facing the abstract frame
behave similarly to those deciding in the two meaningful frames, BE
and RIV. Moreover, although the winning rule hint introduced in the
instructions of BCH could induce subjects to choose slightly lower
numbers at the start (see Jiménez-Jiménez and Rodero-Cosano 2015),
this treatment becomes indistinguishable from RIV over time. In line
with Engel and Rand (2014) we have found that abstract frames can
introduce uncontrollable references into subjects’ perceptions of the
economic problem they face.

The rhetoric-based approach we implement to analyse the framing
effects has also allowed to identify a frame, the evocative one (TF), in
which market outcomes are closer to the Nash prediction since the start
of the session. In this frame, some participants seem to immediately
recognise the incentive scheme of the game. The winning choices start
at a level very close to the Nash prediction and are practically kept at
this low level during the whole experiment. In this regard, our findings
are consistent with the idea that the direct experience of experimental
subjects with the decision task could facilitate the recognition problem
of the strategic setting in one-shot games (see, for example, Chou et al.
2009 in Beauty Contest Games).

As an alternative explanation, the TF frame may have invoked some
(moral) social norm related to the adequacy of money withdrawing
from a common pool. Previous research has suggested a necessary
reinterpretation of actual behaviour in dictator games (Bardsley 2008,
List 2007), public goods games (Cox 2015), asset markets (Sonnemann
et al. 2013, Weber et al. 2000) and bribery games (Banerjee 2016).
Morally-loaded evocative frames can have a strong immediate impact
on behaviour (Chang et al. 2019 or Ellingsen et al. 2012). In a seminal
paper, Liberman et al. (2004) find that a cooperative frame has higher

variables depending on its positive or negative sign. Estimations show similar
reactions between winners and losers.
10
cooperation rates, both initially and on average, than an uncooperative
one in a prisoner’s dilemma. See Columbus et al. (2020) and Mieth
et al. (2021) for recent works about the role of social norms in social
dilemmas.

Furthermore, theories of contextual frames as inductors of social
norms generally assume that the mechanism through which frames
may influence behaviour is the formation of first-order or second-order
beliefs (Dufwenberg et al. 2011, Ellingsen et al. 2012). The models
presented in Section 3.3 provide strong support for that link in all
frames. Our experimental findings suggest that, in price competition
experiments, frames may act as social norms. This is also consistent
with the Masiliunas and Nax (2020)’s results. Further research would
be desirable as markets tend to be socially networked.

During the convergence process across frames, past history helps
explain competitive behaviour. Taking the relevant past information as
a reference point, a more aggressive competitive behaviour is observed
when the reference point is the market price as compared to the
competitor’s bid. Notice that players’ current bids are nearly always
below past competitors’ bids or past market prices, which indicate
that subjects are bidding under the loss domain (where risk seeking
is predicted).

However, after a relatively low number of repetitions, competitive
behaviour eventually converges across frames although stays far from
the equilibrium prediction. This is consistent with most framed eco-
nomic experiments where, even when initial framing effects exist, the
incentive structure hidden behind the curtain of narratives is unveiled
with repetition. Consequently, this research has shown that the specific
contextual frame is less relevant when the aim is to test an incentive
effect on strategic behaviour, as long as subjects are provided with
enough time to understand the game and react according to their
preferences and beliefs. This may suggest that it is not reliable to trust
on initial reactions due to the psychological misconceptions induced by
the frame.

Finally, another methodological implication of our results is that
non-abstract contexts may offer advantages when a game-recognition
problem may be present or a more ‘‘naturalistic’’ decision context is
pursued/intended. In Bertrand competition, an evocative language has
affected competitive behaviour in a desirable way in the sense that it
helps subjects recognise the game structure faster. In this regard, an
evocative context can be a useful tool for experimental design (Alekseev
et al. 2017). For example, a researcher who desires to analyse treatment
conditions that affect the level of competition, may first introduce a
highly competitive baseline by using an evocative frame in the game.
This is the approach followed by recent literature in political science
(see Brutger et al. 2022 and references therein), information disclosure
(Montero and Sheth 2021) or (un)ethical behaviour (Wang and Chen
2021). In this sense, evocative contexts may help gain external validity
and generalise lab experimental results to field settings.

5. Concluding remarks

One puzzling paradox in Industrial Organisation is the systematic
deviations between Nash predictions and experimental (and empirical)
evidence in price competition settings. Researchers face harsh work
when attempting to rationalise the formation of out-of-equilibrium
beliefs implied by strategic complementarity. Variations in incentive
settings have led to differences in those expectations and, then, in the
initial level of bid, the rate of decay and the final level of bid. Instead,
this research has focused on the role of contextual frames in a Bertrand
competition game.

Our study has allowed to identify a frame, the evocative one, which
induces a quicker recognition of the competition environment and a
subsequent cycling move around the initial level, which is held until
the end (but never reaches equilibrium). A force balance based on
immediate past experience permits to explain its dynamics over time.
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On the contrary, the meaningful and neutral frames induce subjects
to select initial higher bids, and their rates of decay can be mainly
explained by the type of information participants use from the past
markets: competitors’ bids or market prices. When market prices are
taken as the relevant information, as in BE, the decay in bids is quicker
and sharp.

Lastly, in our experiment, the incentive structure eventually prevails
and the initial framing effects fade away after some repetitions. More-
over, we have obtained that the impact of immediate experience on
choice change is independent of frame and winner/loser position. This
evidence could be interpreted as if there was an underlying implicit
price floor (high enough to ensure positive payoffs) so that, once
competition reaches such a price floor, the resulting force balance
would impede further convergence towards the equilibrium. Indeed, at
the end of our experiment neither of the frames promotes competitive
behaviour enough to reach the equilibrium.

Data availability

Data will be made available on request.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.socec.2023.101987.
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